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Abstract In Parkinson’s disease (PD), slow gait speed is

significantly related to clinical ratings of disease severity,

impaired performance of daily activities, as well as

increased overall disability. Conducting a meta-analysis on

gait speed is an objective and quantitative technique to

summarize the effectiveness of DBS and to determine the

effect sizes for future studies. We conducted a systematic

review and meta-analysis that analyzed the effects of deep

brain stimulation (DBS) surgery on gait speed in patients

with PD to gain fundamental insight into the nature of

therapeutic effectiveness. A random effects model meta-

analysis on 27 studies revealed a significant overall stan-

dardized mean difference medium effect size equal to 0.60

(SE = 0.06; p\ 0.0001; Z = 10.58). Based on our syn-

thesis of the 27 studies, we determined the following: (1) a

significant and medium effect size indicating DBS

improves gait speed; (2) DBS improved gait speed regard-

less of whether the patients were tested in the on or off

medication state; (3) both bilateral and unilateral DBS led to

gait speed improvement; (4) the effects of DBS on gait

speed in the data collection sessions after surgery (DBS on

vs. off) were comparable with data collection before sur-

gery (before surgery vs. DBS after surgery); and (5) when

evaluating the effects of DBS and medication on gait speed

suprathreshold doses were comparable to normal dosages of

medication and DBS. The current analysis provides objec-

tive evidence that both unilateral and bilateral DBS provide

a therapeutic benefit on gait speed in persons with PD.

Keywords Deep brain stimulation � Parkinson’s � Gait �
Gait speed

Introduction

Parkinsonian gait is characterized by slow, small shuffling

steps, stooped posture, and reduced arm swing. With pro-

gression in disease severity, gait impairment becomes

significantly recognizable and leads to important reduc-

tions in independence and quality of life. Of these impaired

features of parkinsonian gait, gait speed has received the

most attention in the gerontology literature. Recently, we

[1] and others [2, 3] reported that up to 24 % of older

adults had self-selected gait speeds below 0.8 m/s, a range

signaling ‘‘limitations in community mobility’’ [4]. Indeed,

slowing of gait (0.02–0.03 m/s per year [5]; 12–16 % per

decade [6]) is endemic in older adults [7, 8] and is a sig-

nificant predictor of poor outcomes such as increased dif-

ficulties in performing activities of daily living, higher risk

of falling, hospitalization, lower quality of life, and mor-

tality [8–10]. As a result, gait speed is often considered a

clinical vital sign. In PD, gait speed declines much faster,

0.02 m/s every 6 months [11]. Slow gait speed is signifi-

cantly related to clinical ratings of disease severity,

impaired performance of daily activities [12] as well as

increased overall disability [4] and reduced community

ambulation [10]. More recently, Ellis and colleagues

observed a steeper trajectory of decline in gait speed in a
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large cohort of persons with PD over a 2-year period

compared to other activity, Unified Parkinson’s Disease

Rating Scale scores, and participation measures. These

findings support the importance of gait speed as a promi-

nent marker of disability [11]. Thus, it is not surprising that

individuals with PD report restoration of walking ability as

a primary concern [13].

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of basal ganglia and/or

brainstem nuclei is a common therapeutic strategy for the

amelioration of parkinsonian motor symptoms. The bene-

ficial effects of DBS on appendicular symptoms such as

tremor, rigidity, limb bradykinesia and dyskinesia are well

established. More recent works have focused on investi-

gating the effects of DBS on axial symptoms such as gait

disturbance. While this body of literature is growing,

contradictory results from individual studies cloud our

understanding of the therapeutic benefit of DBS on gait

performance. Further complicating our understanding is

methodological differences such as the intended targeted

brain nuclei, heterogeneity of presentation in the parkin-

sonian population, the interactive effects of DBS and

medication, over-reliance on clinical scales rather than

objective and sensitive biomechanical measures. Disparate

findings suggest that DBS may impact certain aspects of

gait dysfunction in PD but not others. Further, observed

results may be biased by the influence of changing vari-

ables such as medication state, unilateral versus bilateral

stimulation, and whether DBS effectiveness was compared

to pre-surgical performance or just to performance with the

stimulators turned off. Each of these concerns severely

obscures our understanding of the therapeutic effects of

DBS on gait in this population.

Thus, an appealing alternative approach that aptly

integrates the varied literature and findings is a robust,

systematic review and meta-analysis. We propose that

conducting a meta-analysis on gait speed is an objective

and quantitative technique to summarize the effectiveness

of DBS and to determine standardized effect sizes. Further,

given the exponential increase in studies publishing this

information the field could benefit by gaining fundamental

insights into the reasons for the effectiveness of DBS. We

used a meta-analytic technique, to ask the critical question:

Does DBS lead to improvements in gait speed?

Methods

Study inclusion and exclusion criteria

We conducted an exhaustive search for studies that ana-

lyzed gait speed in PD patients who underwent DBS and

were published and listed on three common computerized

database search engines (January 2000–February 2016):

(a) PubMed, (b) ISI’s Web of Knowledge, and

(c) Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Seven key

words and phrases defined our search: Parkinson’s disease,

deep brain stimulation, electrical stimulation, gait speed,

gait velocity, walking speed, walking velocity, step length,

and cadence. Thus, our initial search identified 72 records.

Initial inspection found three foreign language articles.

However, we included only English language manuscripts

in our meta-analysis.

Four predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria

follow:

1. Examining each study for quantitative evaluations on

gait speed at a self-selected pace identified 41 valid

comparisons. Thirty-one studies without gait speed

data were excluded.

2. Relevance to the specific question of DBS and gait

speed confirmed 39 studies. We discarded two non-

relevant studies.

3. A third inclusion criterion involved comparison groups

for DBS (i.e., on–off; pre–post; unilateral–bilateral

stimulation) and each of the 39 studies qualified.

4. The fourth inclusion criterion focused on data extrac-

tion. Nine studies failed to report the necessary data

required for coding and extracting gait speed.

5. We excluded three studies that did not focus on

subthalamic nucleus (STN) as a DBS target area.

Three authors (JB, JR, and NK) independently coded the

27 remaining studies and extracted data. The coding system

applied to each article included five categories: (a) charac-

teristics of participants (e.g., age, gender, and sample size),

(b) PD duration, (c) medication conditions (e.g., on vs. off

and typical dose vs. supra-threshold dose), (d) site of DBS

(e.g., DBS on bilateral vs. unilateral STN), (e) gait speed

outcome measures and data. Table 1 shows the character-

istics of the 27 comparison studies involving DBS, PD, and

gait speed.

Outcome measures

Our global questions on DBS in PD patients and gait

speed included two outcome measures: (a) self-selected

gait speed: 25 studies and (b) step speed: two studies.

Consistent with conventional meta-analysis techniques

and in line with our research questions, we extracted data

on both outcome measures from each study (see

Table 2).

Data synthesis and analysis

In harmony with meta-analytic recommendations, we

synthesized and analyzed our set of common studies.

This procedure involved (a) describing relevant
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characteristics of studies as well as comparison groups,

(b) calculating standardized mean difference effect sizes

for each comparison, (c) determining an overall effect

size, and (d) identifying potential moderator variables

[14–17]. Once potential moderator variables were iden-

tified, additional meta-analyses were conducted to

measure the contributions of subgroups to effect sizes

[18–20].

Further, Table 2 displays relative weight values for each

DBS study. Borenstein et al. [14] and Cumming [21] define

relative weight as the inverse of variance of the effect size

for individual studies [14, 21]. Sample size may affect the

proportion of individual weight relative to the sum of

weights for all studies.

Measuring heterogeneity

Three specific tests provided critical values on the hetero-

geneity in our group of studies: (a) Cochrane’s Q and

p value, (b) Tau-squared (T2), and (c) Higgins and Green’s,

I-squared (I2). Examining and reporting both tests gave us a

broad perspective on heterogeneity.

Evaluating publication bias

Three traditional statistical techniques determined the

presence of potential publication bias: (a) funnel plots;

(b) trim and fill procedure creating a second funnel plot

with imputed values; and (c) fail-safe N analysis. Meta-

Table 1 Characteristics of each comparison included in the present meta-analysis (studies listed alphabetically)

Study Total N Analyzed

N

Gender Mean age

(years)

Mean PD

duration (years)

Mean

UPDRS

score

Medication DBS Site

Allert et al. [47] 8 8 N/A 57.4 11.8 6.0 M Off BI STN

Bastian et al. [40] 6 6 3 F, 3 M 53.5 N/A 32.3 Off UNI STN

Carpinella et al. [51] 10 10 N/A 52–68 8–26 N/A On BI STN

Fasano et al. [52] 13 13 3 F, 10 M 63.5 15.4 N/A Off BI STN

Ferrarin et al. [53] 10 10 5 F, 5 M 60.2 16.9 N/A Ona BI STN

Ferrarin et al. [54] 10 10 5 F, 5 M 52–68 16.9 13.2 M Ona BI STN

Ferrarin et al. [55] 10 10 N/A 60.2 16.9 N/A Off UNI STN

Hausdorff et al. [56] 13 13 3 F, 10 M 63.6 12.9 8.5 M On BI STN

Hill et al. [57] 30 30 11 F, 19 M 64.0 14.3 N/A Off UNI STN

Iansek et al. [58] 14 14 5 F, 9 M 57.4 14.9 11.0 M On BI STN

Johnsen et al. [59] 14 8 N/A 60.1 13.5 16.8 M Off BI STN

Johnsen et al. [60] 22 10 9 F, 13 M 60.8 N/A N/A Off BI STN

Kelly et al. [23] 8 8 2 F, 6 M 51.9 10.1 23.0 M On UNI STN

Krystkowiak et al. [25] 10 10 3 F, 7 M 57.0 13.0 14.0 M On BI STN

Liu et al. [33] 11 11 2 F, 9 M 53.7 13.1 17.2 M On BI STN

Lohnes et al. [61] 11 11 3 F, 8 M 66.6 15.6 N/A Off BI STN

Lubik et al. [62] 12 12 7 F, 5 M 62.3 N/A 21 M Ona BI STN

McNeely et al. [63] 23 23 4 F, 19 M 62.0 15.0 35.5 M Off UNI STN

Muniz et al. [64] 10 10 3 F, 7 M 58.1 11.9 19.9 M Off BI STN

Peppe et al. [24] 5 5 5 M 57.8 16.0 33.3 M Off BI STN

Rocchi et al. [65] 15 15 4 F, 11 M 61.4 11.9 20.6 M On BI STN

Rochester et al. [66] 17 14 8 F, 9 M 54.9 12.5 N/A On BI STN

Seri-Fainshtat et al. [67] 28 28 3 F, 25 M 61.5 13.2 13.4 M On BI STN

Stolze et al. [68] 9 9 N/A N/A N/A 31 M Off BI STN

Tabbal et al. [44] 52 45 16 F, 36 M 61.0 N/A N/A Off UNI STN

Vallabhajosula et al. [69] 19 19 3 F, 16 M 61.8 13.6 29.1 Off BI STN

Xie et al. [35] 10 10 5 F, 5 M 55.8 13.3 19.0 M Off BI STN

Total = 400 Total = 372 M = 59.4

SD = 3.7

M = 13.9

SD = 1.9

F female, M male, BI bilateral stimulation, UNI unilateral, STN subthalamic nucleus; M indicates UPDRS III subscore
a Indicates supra threshold dose of medication
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analytic researchers frequently report these techniques for a

comprehensive perspective [14].

Results

Standardized mean difference effect

A random effects model meta-analysis on 27 qualified

studies revealed a significant overall standardized mean

difference effect equal to 0.60 (SE = 0.06; p\ 0.0001;

Z = 10.58) with a 95 % confidence interval of 0.49 to 0.71.

This medium positive effect (e.g., large C0.80) indicated

definite gait speed benefits because of deep brain stimula-

tion [16, 22]. Table 2 shows the individual standardized

mean difference for each comparison and the values ranged

from 0.13 to 1.65. As displayed in the forest plot (Fig. 1),

deep brain stimulation treatments improved gait speeds.

Further, all our individual weighted effect sizes are positive

and to the right of the zero effect vertical line. This further

confirms the statistically robust deep brain stimulation

effect on gait speed.

Moreover, three comparisons [23–25] were consid-

ered as outlier scores because the three effect sizes (0.13;

Table 2 Summary statistics for the 27 comparisons in the meta-analysis

Study Primary outcome measure Standardized

mean

difference

Confidence

interval

(95 %)

Weight

Allert et al. [47] Gait speed (m/s) (after surgery: post vs. before surgery: pre) with med off 0.84 0.03 1.64 1.9

Bastian et al. [40] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.89 -0.05 1.84 1.4

Carpinella et al. [51] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Fasano et al. [52] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.64 0.04 1.24 3.5

Ferrarin et al. [53] Gait speed (%h/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Ferrarin et al. [54] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Ferrarin et al. [55] Gait speed (cm/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Hausdorff et al. [56] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.75 0.14 1.37 3.3

Hill et al. [57] Gait speed (%change) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.42 0.05 0.80 8.9

Iansek et al. [58] Gait speed (m/min) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.79 0.19 1.39 3.5

Johnsen et al. [59] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.84 0.03 1.64 1.9

Johnsen et al. [60] Step speed (%change) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Kelly et al. [23] Gait speed (m/s) (after surgery: post vs. before surgery: pre) with med on 0.13 -0.57 0.82 2.6

Krystkowiak

et al. [25]

Gait speed (m/s) (after surgery: post vs. before surgery: pre) with med on 1.51 0.60 2.42 1.5

Liu et al. [33] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.67 0.02 1.33 2.9

Lohnes et al. [61] Gait speed (not reported) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.67 0.02 1.33 2.9

Lubik et al. [62] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.47 -0.12 1.07 3.5

McNeely et al. [63] Gait speed (cm/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.73 0.27 1.19 5.9

Muniz et al. [64] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Peppe et al. [24] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 1.31 0.11 2.50 0.9

Rocchi et al. [65] Step speed (m/s) (after surgery: post vs. before surgery: pre) with med on 0.55 0.01 1.10 4.2

Rochester et al. [66] Gait speed (m/s) (after surgery: post vs. before surgery: pre) with med on 0.23 -0.30 0.76 4.4

Seri-Fainshtat

et al. [67]

Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med on 0.38 0.00 0.77 8.4

Stolze et al. [68] Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.77 0.03 1.51 2.2

Tabbal et al. [44] Gait speed (not reported) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.56 0.25 0.87 12.6

Vallabhajosula

et al. [69]

Gait speed (m/s) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.48 0.01 0.96 5.5

Xie et al. [35] Gait speed (m/min) (DBS OFF: pre vs. DBS ON: post) with med off 0.72 0.02 1.41 2.6

Model Overall weighted

effect size

SE Confidence

level (95 %)

Q statistics I2 ( %) T2 Classic

fail-safe N

Random 0.60 0.06 0.49–0.71 14.52 0 0.0 793

DBS deep brain stimulation, Q statistics Cochran’s heterogeneity statistic, I2 Higgins and Green’s heterogeneity statistic
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1.31; 1.51) were greater than two standard deviations

beyond the standardized mean effect size. Thus, we

conducted a subsequent analysis after removing the three

outliers, and the overall effect was still nearly the same

medium value (ES = 0.59; SE = 0.06; p\ 0.0001;

Z = 10.17).

Heterogeneity

Three heterogeneity tests revealed: (a) Cochrane’s

Q = 14.52 and p = 0.97, (b) Tau-squared (T2) = 0.00, and

(c) Higgins and Green’s, I-squared (I2) = 0.00 %.

According to Higgins et al. [26], variability in groups of

study comparisons should ideally approach zero dispersion.

Three heterogeneity results, as found in the current meta-

analysis, indicates no observed heterogeneity in the com-

parison studies. The overall weighted effect size =0.60 is

robust across the comparisons and outcome measures

[14, 27].

Publication bias and fail-safe analysis

The funnel plot shown in Fig. 2 displays each treatment

effect size as a function of standard error. Visual inspection

indicates that our set of DBS articles is mildly asymmet-

rical. Even though the two sides of the DBS funnel are

slightly different, mild asymmetry contributes minimally to

publication bias. Consistent with conventional meta-anal-

ysis techniques we only analyzed gait speed data from each

DBS study. This conventional approach minimizes data

biasing effects [15, 28, 29].

Applying Duval and Tweedie’s trim and fill technique to

the original funnel plot produced a second funnel plot

shown in Fig. 3 [30]. The technique involves imputed

values in creating an ideal symmetry of standardized mean

difference (individual effect sizes) and standard error.

Eight individual values on the lower right side are imputed

on the left side for complete symmetry [30]). Each solid

black circle represents a balanced study with a generated

effect size plotted as a function of standard error, achieving

relatively perfect symmetry. The x-axis displays the orig-

inal effect size (white diamond) and the recalculated

overall effect (black diamond) given the imputed scores on

the left side. Importantly, the two overall medium positive

effect values at the base of the trim and fill funnel plot are

nearly identical.

A third technique, classic fail-safe N analysis, provided

additional information supporting our conclusion of only

minor bias. The fail-safe analysis determined that 793 null

effect findings were required to lower our cumulative effect

size of 0.60 to an insignificant level (Table 2). Such a large

N clearly indicates a distinct DBS benefit on gait speed.

Taken together, the near symmetrical original funnel plot,

slightly adjusted imputed plot, and classic fail-safe N, we

are confident in stating that publication bias was not a

serious concern for the 27 comparison studies [14, 31].

Moderator variable analyses

Further analysis of the identified cumulative positive effect

of DBS on walking included four moderator variable

analyses. The first moderator variable analysis compared

studies that tested gait speed while participants were on

medication versus off medication. Analysis of the 12

studies that tested participants on medication showed an

overall effect of 0.56 (SE = 0.09; p\ 0.0001; Z = 6.37;

T2 = 0.00; I2 = 0.00; 95 % CIs = 0.39 and 0.73). Anal-

ysis of the 15 off medication studies revealed a significant

medium effect size (ES = 0.63; SE = 0.08; p\ 0.0001;

Z = 8.46; T2 = 0.00; I2 = 0.00; 95 % CIs = 0.49 and

0.78). Importantly, regardless of being on or off medica-

tion, DBS benefited gait speed.

A second subgroup moderator variable analysis, inves-

tigated gait speed performances of participants who

Fig. 1 Forest plot of the effects

of DBS on gait speed in PD.

Data derived from a random

effects model meta-analysis.

Each line and tick mark

represents an individual effect

size
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received unilateral DBS versus bilateral DBS. Six studies

provided unilateral stimulation, and the analysis indicated a

significant ES = 0.55 (SE = 0.10; p\ 0.0001; Z = 5.59;

T2 = 0.00; I2 = 0.00; 95 % CIs = 0.36 and 0.74). Anal-

ysis of the 21 bilateral DBS studies revealed a slightly

larger significant standardized effect = 0.63 (SE = 0.07;

p\ 0.0001; Z = 9.00; T2 = 0.00; I2 = 0.00; 95 %

CIs = 0.49 and 0.77). Thus, DBS provided simultaneously

to both hemispheres shows a slightly higher ES.

The third moderator variable analysis compared the gait

speeds in two subsets of DBS studies: (a) data collection

before surgery (N = 5) and (b) data collection after surgery

(N = 22). Both subgroup analyses indicated significant

standardized mean effects: (a) pre-surgery data collection

(ES = 0.57; SE = 0.21; p = 0.007; Z = 2.69; T2 = 0.10;

I2 = 47.37; 95 % CIs = 0.15 and 0.98), and (b) post-sur-

gery data collection only (ES = 0.62; SE = 0.06;

p\ 0.0001; Z = 10.01; T2 = 0.00; I2 = 0.00; 95 %

CIs = 0.50 and 0.74). Thus, the effects of DBS on gait

speed were slightly higher in data collection after surgery

(DBS on vs. off) than data collection before surgery (before

surgery vs. DBS on after surgery).

The fourth moderator variable analysis compared two

medication doses in 12 studies: (a) normal dose (N = 9)

and (b) supra threshold dose (N = 3). Both subgroup

analyses indicated significant standardized mean effects:

(a) normal dose (ES = 0.56; SE = 0.11; p\ 0.0001;

Z = 5.16; T2 = 0.01; I2 = 13.80; 95 % CIs = 0.35 and

0.77), and (b) supra threshold dose (ES = 0.62;

SE = 0.19; p = 0.001; Z = 3.19; T2 = 0.00; I2 = 0.00;

95 % CIs = 0.24 and 1.00). The supra threshold dose of

medication revealed a greater effect of DBS on gait speed

than normal dose of medication.

Discussion

Gross motor improvement is frequently observed following

PD DBS. However, lack of uniformity in methodology and

measured outcomes has clouded the interpretation of DBS

benefits across the motor domain and especially related to

gait functions. Herein, we focused on the principal out-

come measure of gait speed because of the nearly universal

recognition that walking speed is an important geronto-

logical marker of morbidity and mortality. Our prospective

and robust meta-analysis included critical evaluation of 27

studies leading to five primary findings: (1) a significant

and medium effect size indicating DBS improves gait

speed; (2) DBS improved gait speed regardless of whether

the patients were tested in the OFF or ON medication state;

(3) both bilateral and unilateral DBS led to gait speed

improvement; (4) the effects of DBS on gait speed in the

data collection sessions after surgery (DBS on vs. off) were

comparable with data collection before surgery (before

surgery vs. DBS after surgery); and (5) when evaluating the

effects of DBS and medication on gait speed supra-

threshold doses were comparable to normal dosages of

medication and DBS.

Our results indicate that gait speed is improved fol-

lowing DBS surgery, regardless if the patient undergoing

gait analysis is on or off medication, indicating a specific

and independent benefit of gait speed that is provided by

DBS. This finding is consistent with Piper and colleagues

[32], who observed that DBS surgery significantly

improved gait speed in both on and off medication states.

Moreover, previous studies [33–35] reported that DBS

when combined with levodopa increased walking speed by

1.5–3.4 times compared to off medication/off stimulation

Fig. 2 Funnel plot of the comparisons for our random effects model.

The x-axis represents the standardized mean difference and the y-axis

indicates the standard error associated with each comparison

Fig. 3 Best estimate funnel plot of a symmetrical and unbiased

distribution after conducting the trim and fill technique. The white

circles and white diamond indicate our original 27 comparison studies

while the black circles and black diamond represent imputed

comparisons
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walking speeds. Although optimal treatment of PD symp-

toms is typically achieved using a combination of stimu-

lation and medication, we observed that stimulation alone

was comparable to medication when specifically focusing

on the variable of improvement of gait speed. Additionally,

normal and suprathreshold dosages of medication both

produced a moderate effect on gait speed improvement

when combined with DBS. Finally, gait speed did not

change after surgery in the off stimulation state when

compared to before surgery. This suggests that the

improvement of gait speed is in part because of the stim-

ulation, and not a result of the lesional effect created by

implantation of the leads. Again, these findings highlight

the unique benefit stimulation offers on gait speed. This

observation may be explained by the electrical, chemical,

and additional neural-network effects on brain tissue that

DBS provides [36].

Parkinson’s patients who undergo DBS may receive

either bilateral or unilateral lead implantation, with bilat-

eral implantation being the most frequent approach [37,

38]. Typically, the purpose for implanting a second DBS

lead is to address persisting motor symptoms that are not

resolved with a unilateral implantation [39] and to address

selective symptoms that are potentially responsive to DBS

therapy. The most common reason for patients receiving

only one implant is asymmetric but potentially DBS

responsive symptoms. Many of the patients who require

only unilateral therapy also have low UPDRS motor scores

that are reflective of less severe disease. Further, in a staged

approach, successful relief of motor symptoms, which may

also yield bilateral benefits [37, 38] may preclude the

implant of a second lead. Many studies have suggested

bilateral stimulation as an appropriate treatment for

improving aspects of gait [40–44]. For example, Bastian

and colleagues [40] observed different relative effects of

unilateral versus bilateral STN stimulation on walking in

patients that received bilateral DBS. In this study, four of

the six patients exhibited improvements in walking speed

and stride length with unilateral stimulation, while two

required bilateral stimulation to improve walking speed. In

addition, an additive effect (of bilateral stimulation) was

observed in the patients who improved walking speed with

unilateral stimulation, as they improved walking speed

even more with bilateral stimulation. Yet in our analyses,

gait speed was improved with bilateral DBS and unilateral

DBS. Our findings highlight the power of meta-analytical

techniques such that the results in the literature are not

solely biased by studies where the patients had undergone

bilateral surgery, but are tested in a unilateral state. While

unilateral DBS may offer less risk compared to bilateral

procedures, we conclude that both unilateral and bilateral

DBS are comparable in improving gait speed in patients

with PD.

Unfortunately, we were unable to perform a brain

target site analyses between STN, globus pallidus interna

(GPi) and pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (PPN).

The studies included in our analysis only included STN

stimulation, as only 2 GPi and 1 PPN stimulation study

met the rigid inclusion criteria for our study. The small

sample size did not allow us to use these studies in our

meta-analysis. STN DBS is the most common DBS

approach used worldwide for treatment of PD, and

lesional studies of this brain target have shown similar

improvements [45]. Additionally, STN DBS has proven

to be more advantageous in medication reduction as

compared to GPi targets [46]. Additional DBS target

sites have included GPi, PPN, the centro-median thala-

mic nucleus, and the zona incerta [32, 47–50]. Due to the

low number of studies that have investigated GPi and

PPN as target sites for DBS in PD, future research should

aim to examine the effectiveness of stimulation on these

target sites using objective and sensitive measures of gait

performance. Further understanding the differences

between targets (GPi, STN, PPN, etc.) will require more

scrutiny with regard to their effects on gait performance,

and will be important to guide clinicians when selecting

a target site for stimulation.
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